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The Iceman Cometh
Jim Burke, President

As I write, Burt Lake is completely iced over, the 
mercury struggles to see zero, it’s crystal clear with 
blinding sun, and the winds are calm. You can see for 
miles across the snow covered ice. Ice shanties are 
popping up. It’s one of those rare absolutely beautiful 
winter days. This is what winter is all about.

In our Fall newsletter we talked about some of our 
projects and efforts this past year. So, what’s on our 
agenda for this year? I’ll give you the rundown. It’s not 
all inclusive, as “there’s always something”. (Roseanne 
Roseannadanna)

Sometime in the early Spring your Membership 
Committee plans to send out a Survey Monkey asking 
you what you’d like to see BLPA involved in, keeping 
in mind our mission statement; what you like and what 
you don’t like about your organization. Give it some 
thought. We want to know.

We’re moving our annual Membership Meeting back 
to Cooperation Park. Indian River Golf Club has been 
a gracious host “The Friendliest Club in the North” 
but the park affords us more flexibility and freedom to 
move about. It also enables us to provide more family 
friendly activities. Plan to come; bring the family. More 
on this in our Spring newsletter.

In 2015 the MDNR and Little Traverse Bay Band 
conducted a sturgeon survey on Burt Lake. We were 
involved in the survey, but it didn’t produce a solid 

understanding of our sturgeon population. We’re going 
to do it again this year with the MDNR and LTBB in 
an attempt to figure out how many adult sturgeon are in 
Burt Lake. It’s planned for a couple of weeks beginning 
July 11. Again, more about this in the Spring.

Further in this newsletter, Dave Steenstra talks about 
the Walleye population and what we’re doing about 
it. As you read his article, consider this recent quote 
from a MDNR Fisheries Biologist: “Higher catch rates 
at Burt Lake are often the case. Despite this, anglers 
are generally reporting fewer fish caught, meaning that 
good reproduction in recent years may not be translating 
into good survival of catchable sizes. Many other states 
are finding this phenomenon but are having a hard time 
finding the causes. Some believe overwinter mortality 
of juveniles is the culprit.” As Dave says, “We’re on it.”

The U of M Bio Station has been off the grid for the past 
two summers but they plan to be back in full force this 
year. With their help, we’re going to study the “new” 
Maple River and its’ suitability for sustaining Arctic 
Grayling. We believe this to be a great opportunity to 
rehabilitate the species. We’ll see.

There’s plenty going on. Stay tuned. We’ll keep you in 
the loop.

As always, if you need to know the details, drop me (or 
any Board member) an email or drop a dime. “If you 
call me, you get me.”
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I was recently shopping for Christmas and saw a 
“Where’s Waldo Tube”.  Maybe you have seen these or 
even have one.  I decided to use the name of this toy for 
this article.  Where’s Wally?  This is short for “where 
are the Walleyes hiding in Burt Lake”?  A number of 
our angler members have asked about the poor fishing 
conditions on our lake of late, especially the noticeable 
absence of Walleye.  I know fishermen often complain 
about bad fishing, but Jim Burke and I fish nearly every 
day, and we also think there are some questions about 
Walleye populations in Burt Lake.  And by the way, 
we have been fishing in Mullett Lake this past Fall and 
have caught plenty of Walleye.  It seems to be a Burt 
issue, not a Mullett issue.

Jim Burke and I met with Michigan DNR biologist Neal 
Godby and Northern Lakes Manager Dave Borgeson 
on November 23.  We expressed our concern about the 
Walleye population in Burt Lake and asked for their 
thoughts.  We reviewed “young of the year” data from 
shocking surveys done in 2018, 2019, and 2020.  

The chart below is one of the data sources the DNR 
uses in determining fish populations.  Thanks, Neal for 
sharing your data with our members.  Perhaps you have 
seen the DNR “light boat” out on our lake in the middle 
of the night.  They are doing shocking and obviously 

research.  The chart tells us how many young of year 
class Walleye were counted in an hour as the “light 
boat” moves along our shoreline.  These are first year 
Walleye.  In 2017, a population survey was not taken.  
If you look at 2016, 2018, 2019, and 2020 the Walleye 
populations were above average, indicating a healthy 
future population.  The 2021 data indicates a lower-
than-average year class.

If it takes about 5 years for a Walleye to reach the 
minimum size limit of 15 inches, the fishing should 
be improving.  The 2016 first year Walleye should be 
“keepers” in 2022.  While some of those may have 
been lunch for bigger predators between then and now, 
mortality rates decrease as the fingerlings continue to 
grow.   

While we do not know why the 2021 data tells us the 
fingerling Walleye population was below average, 
we will continue to monitor the data and conduct 
additional tests that might provide us with clues.  We 
test our water regularly and will ask for a thorough 
assessment.  We are especially interested in the Zoe 
Plankton levels.  This is the foundation of the new-born 
fish diet.  We may ask for multiple opinions from the 
TIP, U of M, DNR, and possibly the EPA.  We will be 
vigilant until we find the solution.

Where is Wally?
David Steenstra
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Jess Miller

Jess Miller

Sturgeon Club Report 
David Steenstra

2021 was an outstanding year for the Sturgeon Club. We 
recorded more Sturgeon sightings than we have had in 
many decades.  They are on the rebound.  Our sculpture 
at the intersection in downtown Indian River will be 
another tool that we will use to help educate everyone 
who stops by for a visit.  We should have educational 
kiosks installed by Spring.  

It’s not too early to begin thinking about the Spring 
spawning migrations.  For all of you living on the 
Sturgeon River, the Indian River, the Maple River, 
and the Crooked River, please keep your eyes open 
for Sturgeon looking for spawning locations.  The 
spawning migrations will start around the end of April, 
likely to peak around the middle of May, and conclude 
around the end of May.  All you need to do is to contact 
the BLPA office and tell us what you saw.  Approximate 
size, quantity, location, date, and time.  

As an early heads-up, we plan to do a full-blown 
Sturgeon population survey beginning on July 11 
through July 24.  You will see research nets in the 
lake.  These are carefully supervised by Tribal DNR, 

Michigan DNR, and BLPA.  We want to get a better 
sense of the Sturgeon population in Burt Lake.  We 
have already begun having the conversation to have a 
limited season for Sturgeon much like they do on Black 
Lake.  This is a way down the road, but at least the 
conversation has begun.

Thank you all for your support of the Sturgeon sculpture, 
and for reporting all the sightings last year.  Please 
continue again this year.

Blue line does not print.
PLEASE REMOVE.
For �nished size only.

Rescue Boat 
Chris Kindsvatter, Community Relations
The Burt Lake rescue boat has been taken off lake and 
now is on a trailer and immediately available before 
the lake is frozen for any rescues. During the summer 
the rescue boat was used for several training exercises 
by the Topinabee Fire department with the DNR.   The 
BLPA made in August 2020 a $13,000 contribution to the 
Topinabee Fire Department (TFD) to purchase a rescue 
boat to be used only on Burt Lake for water/boating 
rescues and boat fires and will be available to all area first 
responders departments This Burt Lake dedicated boat is 
moored on Burt Lake at a BLPA member’s dock in the 
geographic center on the east side and will remain on the 
lake from when ice melts until ice forms on Burt Lake. 
Our thanks go out to The Topinabee Fire department 
for all their work and dedication and especially to Brian 
Wallace and his crew who pulled the boat and boat lift out 
of the water in freezing cold weather. 

Another positive action of BLPA to respond to boating 
safety on Burt Lake. 
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Swimmers’ Itch Relief
Mac Richardson, Waterways Use and Safety
Although Burt Lake is one of the most pristine lakes in 
Michigan, certain areas  of it are affected by Swimmers 
Itch. Over the years there have been several different 
efforts to irradicate the problem but, for the most part, 
they have been ineffective. Recently, several topical 
creams have been developed which, if applied before 
swimming, seem to have positive results. These creams 
can be purchased OTC at most drug stores.

Below is some information developed by the CDC 
which may bring greater understanding to the problem

What is Swimmers Itch?

Swimmers Itch is a skin rash caused by an allergic 
reaction to certain microscopic parasites that infect 
some birds and mammals. These parasites are released 
into the water and picked up by certain snails. The snails 
in turn release the parasite which burrows into the skim 
of the swimmer.

Do I need to seek medical attention?

Most cases of Swimmers Itch do not require medical 
attention. One may find some relief by use of 
corticosteroid creams, cool compresses, Epsom salts 
baths, oatmeal baths, baking soda paste, anti-itch lotion.

Who is most at risk for Swimmers Itch?

Young children, fair skin people, shallow water 
swimmers.

What can be done to reduce the risk of Swimmers 
Itch?

Use preventative lotions before swimming. Stay out of 
shallow water. Shower and towel-off vigorously after 
swimming

39 Acres of Burt Lake Wetland Protection
Katie Parker, Environment and Land Use

In 2002, an ecologically sensitive yet developable 
property near Bear Saw Creek was purchased by 
the Little Traverse Conservancy (LTC) at a bargain 
sale price from Bert Ebbers and Katie Parker.  BLPA 
provided a generous donation to LTC to help fund the 
purchase. The 17 acre parcel was well known to Bert, 
who had conducted several years of research there 
on nesting red-shouldered hawks, a state threatened 
species. Subsequently, in 2020, Katie and Bert saw 
an opportunity to expand protection of the rich and 
diverse wetland ecosystem at the NE end of Burt Lake, 
through purchase and subsequent donation to LTC of an 
adjoining 22 acres. 

In Burt Township, this creek is one of only a few 
streams or rivers feeding Burt Lake. In the combined 
39 acres, over a half mile of undeveloped frontage 
along Mullett-Burt Road, as well as 600 feet of Bear 
Saw Creek frontage, are protected from future habitat 
loss, and allowed to remain undisturbed and wild. 
BLPA Board Member Mac Richardson, the latest 
in a family of longtime Burt Lake residents and 
preservationists, deserves credit for selling the 22 acre 
parcel for conservation when other potential buyers Bert Ebbers

Continued on next page
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were expressing development interest. Areas of high 
ground, especially along Mullett-Burt Road, would 
have been prime locations for construction of storage 
buildings because of proximity to lakefront homes. 

What makes this property unique?  Much of it is thickly 
forested, and the visitor walking through in rubber 
boots can imagine it nearly unchanged from 1855 when 
General Land Office surveyors of Burt Township walked 

it to establish the first section lines. The two combined 
preserves have many large mature deciduous trees and 
an open, seasonally flooded understory, inhabited by 
snakes, frogs, ducks and beavers. There is no evidence 
of recent logging or tree cutting of any kind, a sign that 
landowners past and present have valued and guarded 
this unique resource. 

In the early spring when Burt Lake is still ice covered, 
Bear Saw Creek is open to welcome back mallards, 

black ducks, wood ducks and hooded mergansers, 
noisily announcing their presence. At the same time, 
red shouldered hawks return to reclaim their nesting 
territory and raise a new generation. And simultaneously, 
northern pike swim upstream to spawn in the adjoining 
marshes. Brook trout live year-round in the upper 
reaches of the creek ecosystem, and black bear and 
bobcats routinely pass through the large evergreen 
swamp complex to the north.  All of this varied activity 
is a signature of a healthy watershed. 

Visitors to the preserves will find limited parking near 
the Bear Saw Creek Preserve sign, west of the creek. 
The high ground there quickly gives way to flooded 
timber.  At the far east end of the new Parker & Ebbers 
Preserve, about a tenth of a mile east of the creek, you 
can find a faint two-track access that works its way 
northward to an old hunting blind, and beyond that, 
an active beaver flooding behind an impressive dam at 
least four feet high. 

Bert Ebbers

Bert Ebbers

Bert Ebbers
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Up North
By Michael and Peg Supernault

As we move rapidly into the new year of 2022, we hope 
you have made the best of last year and are looking 
forward toward a wonderful year ahead. Our thoughts 
bounce between the past and the future—memories 
and plans. Some of our memorable moments involve 
watching the river—a large trout feeding in a clear eddy 
of the river and a Turkey Vulture drying its outstretched 
wings in the sun resembling an Anhinga. One early 
morning, Michael was awakened by coyotes just below 
our open window, gossiping and chatting—maybe over 
breakfast? A nephew commented one afternoon  on the 
tiny pinecones in a spruce near the deck--hops, he said-
-which was true, although we doubted it at first. Maybe 
deposited by a bird? We have never had hops growing 
anywhere on our property before...

In October, Michael observed two Mourning Cloak 
Butterflies flitting near the leaf litter layer of the forest 
floor, possibly looking for a place to spend the winter. 
Since they hibernate in place, they are usually the first 
butterflies to be seen in the spring. No "snowbird" trip 
south for them!

On another afternoon, we saw what appeared to be a 
small duck near the river's shore. But with binoculars, 
it was a Sharp-shinned Hawk, bathing. Dip, shake, 
flutter...repeat. Such interesting things to see! 

The light December snow held a record of many visitors 
to our feeders overnight--Opossums and Raccoons were 
still active, as were voles and mice. Tracks of various 
bird species were visible. Deer and coyote tracks could 
be seen on the river flats. The month also hosted a 
damaging windstorm, which disrupted power for many 
in the area. The only positive take-away was the number 
of fallen  branches to be used for future campfires.

As the days lengthen, and our thoughts turn, once again, 

toward summer we may begin thinking of all that warm 
weather will bring. (During a brief time in January, 
we had a taste of summer—the sun felt much warmer 
than the actual temperature-delicious!)  There are some 
positive changes that an individual can effect on their 
own property, whether a back yard or acreage. 

 We are surrounded by such beauty, and of course we 
need to protect and preserve it. Some challenges in 
doing that are man-made, and so are the solutions. 
Light pollution is a problem for multiple organisms. 
It disrupts bird migration, bat feeding, amphibious 
breeding and kills insects by the trillions. Many of 

those insects are food sources for other  creatures, or 
pollinators of various plants. We can help by turning off 
outdoor lighting when it is not necessary in the warmer 
season. 

As you well know pesticides and herbicides are poison. 
If they killed only the target “villain”--but they don’t. 
Other organisms are collateral damage, and frequently 
the villain is the first to build resistance, rendering the 
pesticide doubly ineffective. These pesticides also affect 
the chemistry of the soil, and the micro-organisms that 
live there—thus limiting the plants that can grow there 
in the future, and the health of those that do. 

Clear-cutting or semi-clear-cutting disturbs the life in 

Continued on next page
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2021 Reflections 
Gina Burke, Secretary
This time of the year we reflect back upon our past 
accomplishments throughout 2021. A huge thank you goes 
to all of you that donated to bring the sturgeon sculpture to 
Indian River. Tuscarora Township is doing some planning to 
add other amenities to the location. The BLPA membership 
committee reorganized and did some exciting work during 
2021, and there will be more to come in 2022. During the year, 
we welcomed two new additions to our board: Greg Kosch 
and David Chapman. Beyond organizational support, BLPA 
maintains our own list of projects that the board, committees 
and membership stay active with throughout the year.     

In December the BLPA Board of Trustees held their last 
meeting of the 2021 calendar year. It was the wrap-up 
meeting for the year and when BLPA endorses terms of 
office for board members that are willing to extend their 
terms and the election of officers for the 2022 calendar year. 

Your officers serving a one year term for the 2022 calendar 
year are as follows:    

the soil—bacteria fungus and microorganisms. It helps 
to understand the complexity of a forest community. 
Two very good sources for more information on this 
subject are Entangled Life by Merlin Sheldrake, and 
Finding the Mother Tree by Suzanne Simard.

Clearing lawns and gardens of fallen leaves in 
autumn removes cover for over-wintering insects and 
microorganisms. Some butterfly populations, such as 
Mourning Cloaks, commas and question marks hibernate 
under dead leaves.  We have an annual “discussion” on 
this topic, usually resolved by compromise—some 
leaves stay, some go to the compost pile, to enrich the 
garden in two years.

For those living on a lake or river, a buffer zone or 
“greenbelt” is encouraged. Buffers prevent several 
issues from becoming problems:

1.   Emergent vegetation (rushes, cattails, etc.) growing  
near the shore reduce or prevent erosion caused by 
wind, wave, or boat traffic.

2.  They serve as a filter which prevents chemical run-
off from reaching the lake.

3.  Aquatic vegetation helps purify lake water by 
removing contamination and calming the water.

4.  Non-mowed areas with grasses or sedges create 
a barrier that will deter geese from being on your 
lawn.

5.  On the plus side, it produces great habitat for small 
fish, aquatic insects, amphibians, and birds.

Some plants that may be used for a barrier are Touch-me-
nots, Blue Flag, Cattails, sedges, and Marsh Marigolds. 
A dead log in the shallows is great for turtles and birds. 
There are other emergent, native species, too. There 
are so many things we can do to maintain and improve 
this beautiful area-we hope you consider implementing 
some of them! 

Learn the species around you—knowing the names 
of organisms (not just “bug,” “bird,” or “tree”)will 
give you a better understanding of the biodiversity 
of our area. You will see the complexity of the living 
communities. When you are out walking, be open to all 
sensory impressions. The more aware you are, the more 
you will discover.

We would be remiss if we did not mention the 
recent passing of Tucker Harris, a champion for the 
environment, and land preservation. It was Tucker 
that suggested we write a column about nature for 
this publication. We are now in our twentieth year of 
columns.

Jess Miller

President, Jim Burke 
Vice President,  Charlie Gano 
Treasurer, Mike Cherveny 
Secretary, Gina Burke

The annual meeting for 2022 will be on July 
9, 2022 and will be held at Cooperation Park. 

Mark your calendars and 
plan to attend whether rain 
or shine. Watch for updates 
in upcoming newsletters or 
various mailings as time 
gets closer to the meeting.  

BLPA always welcomes volunteers to serve on a committee 
that compliments the interests or skills of any member. Please 
feel free to contact BLPA through our web site if you are 
interested in volunteering.  These are the ways that you can 
contact us: the web site is www.BLPA.org, our phone number 
is 231.238.2177 or email is cindyfisherblpa@yahoo.com.   
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Coalition to Protect Michigan’s Resources
Dave Steenstra

The mission of the Coalition to Protect Michigan’s 
Resources (CPMR) is to work with the U.S. Government, 
State of Michigan, and the Tribes as Amicus Curiae’ in 
a federal case that involves Tribal fishing rights under 
the treaty of 1836.  The Coalition consists of over 30 
organizations representing nearly every sports fishery 
group in Michigan which has been involved in the 
federal case for 40 years.  BLPA has been active with 
this group for nearly 20 years.

In 1985, the court was presented with certain issues that 
remain relevant to any successor decree that replaces the 
current 2000 Consent Decree which has already expired 
but was extended to June 2022 by court order.  The court 
determined there were three key aspects to consider in 
arriving at a proper framework for sharing the fishery:

1.  Science-based harvest limits

2.  Equitable distribution of harvest allocation and 
opportunity

3.  Collaboration among the stakeholders, including 

sharing information and data with all stakeholders

The group met on January 4 to discuss the current 
Consent Decree which is up for renewal.  CPMR 
remains concerned about reduced Whitefish and Lake 
Trout populations, which makes adherence to the 
three principles used by the Court in 1985 extremely 
important.  Failure to adhere to these principles will 
have a major impact on commercial and sports harvest. 
The negotiations themselves continue between the 
parties, but specific discussions and proposals are 
subject to confidentiality agreements

This is a very important issue for all Burt Lake 
stakeholders, with implications to our own sports 
fishery activities.  BLPA will continue to be active with 
this group - our voice at the table to continue promoting 
adherence to the same principles  previously approved 
by the Court.
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Memorials

In Memory of:

Linda Cline 
Karmen Hanson 
Jane Bitsicas 
Polly Rehbein 
Phyllis Irwin

Doris Dengler 
Debra & Paul Seehaver

Alex Eleinko 
Steve Broutin 
Doug Zimmerman/New Castle Stainless Plate LLC 
Denise Harting 
Carolyn Kubinski 
Ken & Sally Andrews 
Edward & Susan Kaleel 
Gregory Lutz 
Jeff & Cindy Jenko 
Ken & Sue Barch 
Bargeris family 
John & Ronnie Cook & family 
Alex Thompson 
Paul & Erica Miner 
Greg & Joan Sutherland 
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Vancil

Jenny Geldine 
Jim & Linda Demmer

Joe Hardacre 
Roberta Hardacre 
Jeane Mummert

Lyndle H. Lord 
Cecilia Lord & The Hammer Family, 
Rick, Donna, Nichole, Nathan, Mallory, and Nick 
Edwin W. Moore 
Deborah Fullford 
Joseph Munch 
The Bales Family

Harriet Olis 
Shannon Flinn 
Philip & Shelley Zalewski 
Mary Marchin 
David & Denise Reaume 
Gayle Anne Boles 
Timothy & Connie Masserant

John & Kathie Naida 
Martin & Patricia Casey 
James Frankowski 
Flynn Family 
Turnbull Family 
Brandy Turner 
Russell & Martha Langton 
Raymond & Stacey Langton

Pat Palm 
Jeane Mummert

Jean & Harvey Renaud 
Phyllis Renaud Sherwin

Art Seibert 
Debra & Paul Seehaver

Fran Vessey 
Craig & Lynn Bickley

Ralph Vizina 
Debra & Paul Seehaver

The Burt Lake Preservation Association is a community of members and friends. As an organization we are united 
by the common theme of preservation and protection of Burt Lake and its watershed. As a community we are 
also united by common attitudes and interests, celebrations, and sorrows. Thank you to the following donors who 
chose to remember neighbors, friends and family through a donation to the Burt Lake Preservation Association.
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With a winter like no other the one constant is our lake.

Visit www.blpa.org or facebook.com/burtlakepreservation association.
Bill Garlinghouse


